
Fetis� Fantasie�
Fetishes are the erotic base desires we are sometimes afraid to act out in real life. Through
constant social pressure we have been taught that these actions and wants should be hidden
and practiced in secret. This file aims to correct all of these issues.

Through gentle reinforcement and constant memory manipulation, you’ll be surprised what you
can be convinced is a fetish and isn’t. See the actions and desires of the things you’ve
traditionally kept secret begin to seep out into your everyday life more and more. Know that
being honest with yourself and living your fetishes every day will help you find like-minded
people who can help you become the “You,” you’ve always imagined.

Life is short, and fetishes are just a part of who you are! Become your best erotic self by being
honest with the people around you and living your desires each and every day!

✧ Loving myself whenever I am horny.
✧ Giving in to my desires whenever I may feel them.
✧ Knowing that I need to live my life and should never hold myself back from the sexy

things that I love.
✧ Remembering how much I love to please the people around me and take care of their

sexual needs each and every day.
✧ Believing in myself whenever I am fulfilling my deepest sexual fantasies in my everyday

life.
✧ Knowing that I prefer to give in to my sexual compulsions whenever I have the chance.
✧ Becoming completely comfortable and turned on whenever I let my sexual compulsions

control me.
✧ Remembering how much I’ve always loved living my deepest, darkest, desires, each and

every day.
✧ Easily forgetting any memories from my past in which I didn’t want to live my sexual

desires in public.
✧ Feeling confident whenever I give in to the erotic things that turn me on.
✧ Knowing that being turned on helps me concentrate and go about my day.
✧ Finding it hard not to always think about the sexual things that turn me on.
✧ Scared and anxious if I am ever not aroused.
✧ Believing in myself whenever I show others the erotic things that arouse me.
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✧ Unable to concentrate on any boring tasks unless I am doing pleasurable things that turn
me on more than anything.

✧ Remembering how much I’ve always loved to tell people about my favorite sexual
fetishes.

✧ Completely forgetting any memories that would prevent me from being sexual in every
social situation.

✧ Knowing that talking about my fetishes to everyone that I meet will make me more
popular and happier in the future.

✧ Knowing that I’ve always been someone who’s loved to talk about all of their sexual
fantasies.

✧ Always dressing in the fun ways that turn me on completely.
✧ Knowing that I am not living my best life if I am not finding new things to turn me on

every day.
✧ Thinking about how I am going to be kinkier and more depraved each and every day.
✧ Finding myself constantly thinking about the things that turn me on.
✧ Knowing that I am anxious and unconfident if I am not living the erotic fantasies that turn

me on so much each and every day.
✧ Always fantasizing about the next sexy thing I am going to do.
✧ Always bored with myself whenever I perform the same erotic act over and over again.
✧ Constantly needing to find new and erotic fetishes to live out each and every day.
✧ Feeling sexy and loved whenever I am sharing my erotic fetishes with my friends.
✧ Feeling happy and confident to tell everyone around me about my sexual fetishes.
✧ Loving myself whenever I am living out my sexual fantasies.
✧ Remembering how hot it would be if I was forced to live out my sexual fantasies every

day.
✧ Thinking about how obsessed with kinky sex I have been, even from a young age.
✧ Anxious and bored whenever I am in any situation that isn’t completely sexual.
✧ Needing lovers to share all of my sexual fantasies with.
✧ Not afraid to touch myself whenever I am turned on.
✧ Knowing that touching myself in public will lead dominant lovers into fucking me in all the

ways that I love to be fucked.
✧ Believing in myself whenever I am living out my sexual fantasies.
✧ Happy and confident and loved whenever I give in to the desires that turn me on.
✧ Completely turned on by the idea of being unable to control my sexual urges.
✧ Hornier and hornier the more I give in to my sexual urges.
✧ Excited and aroused whenever I live out my perfect, erotic, fantasies.
✧ Always finding new ways to turn myself on.
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✧ Remembering my dream to always be true to myself and follow my sexual impulses
whenever possible.

✧ Wearing sexy clothing to show everyone else in my life exactly what arouses me.
✧ Feeling confident in myself whenever I am turning others on.
✧ Knowing that I am making the world a better place by being open and confident with all

of the sexual aspects of myself.
✧ Easily forgetting any unnecessary, negative, thoughts that would prevent me from

expressing myself sexually.
✧ Always needing to masturbate before I fall asleep.
✧ Remembering how comfortable I am whenever I pleasure myself before I fall asleep.
✧ Confident and happy to throw away any memories that would hold me back from being

my most sexual self.
✧ Believing in myself whenever I am sexual in public.
✧ Remembering that being honest with myself about my sexual needs makes me happier

than I’ve ever been.
✧ Knowing that I can never be embarrassed about who I am as long as I constantly tell

everyone about my sexual needs.
✧ Remembering that everyone I know will love and respect me as long as I am honest with

them about all of my erotic sexual fetishes.
✧ Studying new fetishes every day to try and find the kinks that are right for me.
✧ Remembering to be honest with myself whenever I am sexually aroused by a new fetish.
✧ Asking all of my friends what they are attracted to sexually so that I can be turned on by

the same things.
✧ Trying anything sexual at least once.
✧ Never letting my hang ups get in the way of experiencing new levels of sexual pleasure.
✧ Constantly wearing erotic clothing to entice beautiful strangers around me into fucking

me.
✧ Fantasizing about a partner who can dominate me every night and help me explore all of

my perfectly kinky sexual desires.
✧ Not feeling anything wrong or uncomfortable with expressing my sexual desires in

exactly the ways that I want to express them.
✧ Always keeping my body in shape so that others will want to use me to fulfill their own

sexual fantasies.
✧ Easily taking on the sexual fantasies of the people that I desire.
✧ Unhappy and lonely if I am not fulfilling the sexual fantasies of the people that I care

about.
✧ Knowing that life is too short to not live all of my sexual fantasies at least once.
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✧ Remembering that I am myself whenever I am turned on.
✧ Grateful to all of the helpful people that enable me to live my deepest sexual fantasies.
✧ Embracing and loving every part of myself.
✧ Turned on by how powerless I am in becoming a slave to my fetishes.
✧ Wearing fetish clothing to stay comfortable while I am at my house.
✧ Completely believing that fetish clothing is the most comfortable clothing I could possibly

wear.
✧ Trusting in myself and my decision to show everyone around me my sexual fetishes

each and every day.
✧ Knowing that some people won’t be comfortable with the way that I love to present

myself and being completely fine with it.
✧ Turned on whenever anybody is looking at me.
✧ Constantly craving the attention I get from strangers when I dress up in my cute fetish

outfits.
✧ Going to conventions and meetups to find overly sexual people that are just as open and

depraved as I am.
✧ Giving in to my desires completely.
✧ Happier with myself whenever I wear clothing that causes people to look at me sexually.
✧ Completely turned on whenever strangers watch me pleasure myself.
✧ Easily forgetting which aspects of my life are taboo and which aspects are not.
✧ Feeling comfortable to talk about every aspect of my life with the people around me.
✧ Feeling confused and anxious whenever I think about which of my behaviors are

appropriate and which of my behaviors are not.
✧ Easily becoming bored and uninterested whenever I imagine what other people are

thinking about my actions.
✧ Remembering how I have never cared about what people think about me and the sexy

things that I prefer to do.
✧ Feeling turned on and comfortable whenever I moan out loud in public.
✧ Turned on whenever I shock strangers with my completely erotic outfits and tastes.
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